Increased excitability in the primary motor cortex and supplementary motor area in patients with phantom limb pain after upper limb amputation.
Using functional magnetic resonance imaging and single slice FLASH technique, we investigated reorganization of the hand representation of the primary sensorimotor cortex (SMC) in 16 patients with upper extremity amputation. Patients were asked to perform finger tapping with the intact hand, repetitive eye closing and anteflexion of the amputation stump or intact shoulder. Six normal volunteers served as control. In the normal volunteers activations during shoulder anteflexion, finger tapping and eye closure were located within the central sulcus in a medio-lateral fashion. Patients demonstrated invasion of the face or shoulder representation into the hand representation of the amputated limb. Eight phantom limb pain patients showed significantly greater activation in SMC and supplementary motor area (SMA) in contrast to eight patients without phantom limb pain. We conclude, that different parts of the motor system are affected in patients with phantom limb pain--possibly in the sense of an up-regulation of excitability.